Abstract-Concurrency bugs are one of the most notorious software bugs and may not be observed easily. Significant work has been done on detection of atomicity violations bugs for high performance systems but there is not much work related to detect these bugs for embedded systems. Although criteria to claim existence of bugs remains same, approach changes a bit for embedded systems. The main focus of this research is to develop a systemic methodology to address the issue from embedded systems perspective. A framework is developed which predicts the access interleaving patterns that may violate atomicity using memory references of shared variables and provides support to force and analyze these patterns for any output change, system fault, or change in execution path.
I. INTRODUCTION
Concurrency bugs in multi-threaded software are among the most notorious software bugs. Their manifestation is nondeterministic as they are triggered only under specific thread interleaving. The consequences of this kind of bugs are events like Northeast Blackout [1] and NASDAQ glitch [2] . Such a software glitch is not acceptable for the real-time systems that are embedded in safety-critical applications, such as auto-pilot aviation system. Programmer may fail to foresee any particular interleaving due to the huge number of possible thread execution sequences or the difficulty to observe and control execution behavior during testing. Hence, a proper testing methodology that is aimed to detect concurrency bugs in multi-threaded software becomes one of the crucial features of development process.
Serializability or atomicity guarantees non-interference from other threads while executing a block of code. This means other threads cannot access or change shared data while a single thread is inside an atomic block working on shared data. A programmer uses synchronization locks to make a block of code atomic. If such synchronization locks are missing, data race conditions occur. On the other hand, when the use of locks is not correct, programmer does not get expected atomicity. As shown in Figure 1 , the programmer intends to read available data from buffer on the basis of Buffer_Size. Read and write of Buffer_Size variable should have been atomic. The program is executed properly if the interleaving of thread execution is emerged as Figure 1(a) . However, the interleaving shown in Figure 1 (b) is a clear atomicity violation as value of Read_Length used by Read_Buffer () in thread 1 is a stale value of Buffer_Size. These types of programming errors may lead to program crash, invalid output, or change in execution flow of threads. Concurrency bugs characteristic study [3] shows atomicity violation bugs are one of most common bugs apart from data race and deadlock bugs.
Finding one or few interleaving patterns that causes concurrency problems among all possible patterns is like finding a needle in hay stack. The stress testing for a large multi-threaded program may take a large amount of time to execute every possible interleaving pattern. Hence, fast testing method which can predict the interleaving that can manifest a particular concurrency will be extremely helpful.
In this paper, we present an analysis framework that uses a predictive approach to expose atomicity violation bugs in software for embedded systems. Following are the features of the developed framework: 1) To detect atomicity violation, the framework checks program outputs and execution paths. This is to catch any internal changes to address the issues of long-running process and continuous output of embedded systems.
2) Synchronization events are recorded with minimum perturbation during test runs of application and then 3) With a heuristics approach to select and predict alternate access interleaving patterns, the framework enables an automatic process to generate and test these patterns.
Following the introduction, we will briefly discuss interleaving patterns and code semantics that are useful to detect atomicity violations in Section 2. The related research work is then reviewed in Section 3. In Section 4, the proposed analysis framework is presented, followed by experimental results in Section 5. Finally, a concise conclusion is given in Section 6.
II. ATOMICITY VIOLATION BUG
Atomicity or serializability, is a property for several concurrently executed actions, when their data manipulation effect is equivalent to that of serial execution of them [3] . There are many cases in which the expected atomicity is not maintained due to improper use of locks. One of the examples occurs when a program invokes two functions or code blocks that access a shared variable which is locked separately. It should be noted that there is no data race and accesses to shared variables are guarded. However, an atomicity violation is caused among consecutive accesses that should have been in the same atomic region or should have been made atomic using the same lock event.
Analysis of access interleaving patterns of concurrent threads and code semantics are useful to detect atomicity violations. If we define two consecutive accesses to a shared variable by a local thread as P(previous) and C(current) and an access to the same shared variable by a remote thread as R(remote), then access order {P, R, C} (P and C are interleaved by R) can be a potential atomicity violation. Not all access patterns can be classified as potential atomicity violations, for instance, the result will be the same if the access pattern {P: Read, C: Read, R: Read} is changed to {P:read, R:read, C:read}. Hence, on the basis of this logic, four unserializable access patterns out of eight possible access patterns can be classified as probable atomicity violations, as shown in Figure 2 The classification by the above scheme will give all possible cases with many false positives, as the intention of programmer to access a variable consecutively in individual thread cannot be predicted accurately. The list can be further filtered by looking at code semantics. One intuitive observation is the distance between two consecutive accesses. This is based on the simple assumption that if programmer expects atomicity in two consecutive accesses then the accesses should not be separated far away. The time interval to a remote access from previous and current accesses is also useful parameter to further filter out potential violation patterns. Other semantics includes identifying the accesses of a shared variable in a loop. In this case, the accesses to the same atomic region may look like consecutive but are independent as they occur in different loop iterations.
All these considerations can be easily applied once all potential access patterns are available. However, the process of obtaining potential access patterns can be problematic even if all shared variables are statically defined and their references are known. This static analysis may include many false positives because it is very difficult to predict the order of synchronization events statically. An alternative is to record synchronization events during test runs for the construction of happens-before relationship and memory references. The analysis for potential atomicity violation caused by shared variable accesses can be precise for the execution runs.
III. RELATED WORK
Significant work has been done to expose atomicity violation bugs using predictive approach. Reduction and block based are two main approaches which are very well explained in [5] . The research work on detecting atomicity violation using block based approach can be further classified into two groups. The first group infers all the information related to interleaving patterns and shared variable automatically from test runs. On the basis of this information access interleaving patterns are predicted. AVIO [3] , and AtomTracker [6] are the frameworks developed using this approach. These techniques infer atomic regions based on memory references. Then, the access interleaving patterns that programmer expects are obtained. The approach does not require any annotation by programmers. However, the prediction algorithm is trained on the basis of test runs. As a result, there may be a huge number of false positives. The second group requires programmers to annotate information like synchronization events and shared variables. ATOMIZER [7] and CTrigger [8] fall in this category. In this approach, events and references are observed in test runs. ATOMIZER uses Lipton's reduction theory is used to detect atomicity violation. CTrigger [8] generates a list of all interleaving patterns that potentially violates atomicity as the 1 st step. In subsequent steps, unlikely access interleaving patterns are filtered out based on thread interleaving pattern using the ordering of synchronization events.
When we look from embedded system's perspective, it is very important to have an unperturbed execution to record correct behavior of program. Hence, a recorder with minimum overhead is a prime necessity for recording events. CHESS [9] and Replay Debugger [10] uses wrapper methodology to record synchronization events and the later one even records inputs with minimum overhead. Both frameworks generate happens-before relationship graph of events. A systemic approach to address the issue using execution replay for embedded software is well explained in [11] . In this paper, the same approach has been taken to expose atomicity violations in multithreaded embedded software.
Along with prediction and enforcement of access interleaving patterns, the framework also compares execution path of different runs with original run. PIN Play [12] framework provides record and deterministic replay of multithreaded software along with record of execution trace. The mechanism to reduce trace size using branch predictors is well discussed in [13] .
IV. ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK FOR ATOMICITY VIOLATIONS
To expose atomicity violation bugs, the proposed analysis framework takes a hybrid approach using both wrapper methodology and binary instrumentation. The process of recording information is divided into two parts. Wrapper methodology ensures recording of partially ordered synchronization events among threads with minimum perturbation. On the other hand, additional execution information, including memory accesses to shared variables, is recorded using binary instrumentation.
As shown in Figure 4 , the operation of the analysis framework consists of three phases. The components of the framework are explained afterward.
1) Event recording:
A low overhead recorder is applied to log synchronization and IO events, and generates happensbefore relationship graph of events. The synchronization and file IO functions of POSIX library are wrapped using custom functions. It allows users to use the recorder without making much change to source programs. 2) Code analysis: The program is replayed on the basis of happens-before relationship graph generated in previous phase. The replay of program is binary instrumented using Intel PIN tool [14] to record the memory references of shared variables in critical sections. Then, using memory references to shared variable by different threads and happens-before relationship, all feasible access interleaving patterns which may violate atomicity. 3) Error analysis: The application is replayed under a controlled environment such that different access interleaving patterns generated in phase 2 are exercised in the replayed execution. The execution trace of each run is collected using binary instrumentation to analyze whether there is any change in execution path, output, or system fault due to possible violation. A branch prediction mechanism is used to collect trace to reduce trace size.
A. Execution Replay
A single threaded program can be easily analyzed and replayed by maintaining same total order of events in the program i.e. the executed instructions, as long as the same input is applied. In multi-threaded software, partial order of events comes into picture when concurrent thread execution is possible. Partial order can be determined by recording synchronization events used by threads for interaction, such as the creation of new threads, inter-process communication and synchronization among threads for signaling or to access a shared variable. Multi-threaded software can be replayed by maintaining the same inputs and partial order of events. As discussed earlier a low overhead recorder is an essential part of the framework to have an unperturbed execution of embedded software during test run. Wrappers for a subset of system calls are used to record POSIX events like semaphore, mutex, conditional wait and barriers in the log file. Sequence of events is maintained for each thread and synchronization object. The thread sequence keeps track of the events that happen in a particular thread while synchronization object sequence keeps track of the order in which events access synchronization object.
The program is replayed by enforcing the partial order graph constructed using recorded log. Before executing any event, scheduler is invoked. The scheduler can hold thread execution until all events that happen before current event are executed. The replayed run is binary instrumented using a custom profiling tool to record memory references to shared variables. The tool is built using Intel PIN framework [14] .
B. Analysis of Happens-Before Relation
Partial order graph is acyclic unidirectional graph having edge directed towards the node that happens latter. The partial order of events can be divided into strong and weak order for a single execution. The strong order is the order of events which needs to happen before in every possible execution. Barrier, thread create/join operations, and semaphore are examples of strong ordering events. The weak order is the order of events which may not be seen in every execution. The edge depends on execution order of threads. Mutex lock is example of weak ordering event.
Adjacency matrix can be built using partial order graph. In constructing matrix the edges with strong order are only considered. The Adjacency matrix can be used to build Check_Happen_Before (event1, event2) function as shown in Figure 6 which returns happens-before relationship between any two elements. If event 2 node can be reached from event 1 node or vice versa then there is happens-before relationship between two events. The nodes are parallel if both nodes are not connected. The reachability from one event to another can be found using depth-first search.
C. Order Generation
The order generator goes through the recorded memory references and generates a list of all access patterns {P, R, C} and {P, C, R}. It is assumed that there is no data race in the application and all accesses to shared variables are protected. Each {P, R, C} or {P, C, R} access interleaving is analyzed using happens-before relationship of corresponding memory reference. The patterns which are not feasible are filtered out.
The order generation part gives all possible access interleaving patterns that are potential atomicity violation. However, there will be many false positives unless programmer's intention is defined accurately. Hence, the framework will test the access interleaving pattern to analyze impact of violation in terms of output change, change in execution path and system crash.
D. Analysis
Generally, execution output is the only thing that matters to programmer. If output is correct then it does not matter even if there are violations. However, in some embedded systems, computation results are continuously put out and the impact of violation may not be seen on the output immediately. In this case, impact can be analyzed on the basis of internal state of the system. The internal state can be changed if there is a variation in execution path.
The access interleaving patterns can be changed by modifying the order of mutex acquisitions in happens-before relationship. This is not as simple as to just change event dependency. The happens-before relationship needs to be restructured in such a way that it is feasible and the access pattern must be enforced during execution runs. The method can be imagined as stopping one thread before execution of To reduce trace size, an optimization is to record only the branch instructions that are missed in a branch prediction mechanism. In other word, the execution path can be analyzed using missed branches and number of taken branches as long as branch target buffer is maintained for each branch instruction.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The testing was done on Intel Xeon CPU E5520, running at 2.27GHz (8 Mb cache). Splash 2 benchmarks and some standard applications converted from Java programs are used. Table 1 gives a concise description about all benchmarks used and synchronization primitives in these programs.
It can be clearly noticed in Table 2 that the execution time of binary instrumented code is significantly high and cannot guarantee unperturbed execution. Hence, this justifies the use of record/reply approach instead of directly instrumenting the code. Table 3 shows the number of predicted interleaving patterns that may lead to atomicity violation and the number of violation detected. In fact, the actual predicted interleaving patterns for Barnes and Pbzip are 21 and 54 respectively. However, the access interleaving patterns which are already presented in test run are not considered. Also these two benchmarks do not have any actual violations. The instruction pointers of {P, C} of each interleaving are same which suggests that there is a loop. Both Barnes and Pbzip implement a FIFO queue to assign work to worker threads. Table 4 shows the result of replay execution after enforcing the access interleaving patterns. In FFT with inserted bugs, when 12 access interleaving patterns are replayed after enforcing their interleaving patterns, the work allocation to thread is different from original program. Hence, the execution path and output are different from the original one. For the banking benchmark, the final output of account balance is different from that of the original execution. A NULL pointer reference resulting in to segmentation fault is encountered when access interleaving is enforced for Load_Script program.
In our approach, missed branch predictions and the numbers of correct predictions between two consecutive missed predictions are recorded as a way to identify execution path. This can greatly reduce the trace log of all branch instructions. The Table 5 shows the comparison of trace events if the log contains branch instructions versus only missed branch instructions.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a systematic approach to expose atomicity violation bugs in software for embedded systems. The framework explores the predicted access interleaving patterns by changing access sequences in execution replay and detecting any change in execution flow and outputs. To further prune out the predicted access interleaving patterns, the framework also utilize the information related to code semantics like the number of instructions between two There are several limitations in the current implementation. It is assumed that there is no data race in application which means data race detection must be done before running through the framework. Also, the framework does not consider for multiple variable atomicity violation. However, we believe an extension based on the proposed framework can address this type of atomicity violation. Table 5 Overhead of execution path analysis
